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Details of Visit:

Author: BoobBlogger
Location 2: London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 30 Jan 2015 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: English Abigail
Phone: 07479014377

The Premises:

Luxurious 2 bed apartment near Old Street tube. Easy to get to.

The Lady:

Abigail is best described as a 'pocket rocket'. She is a petite young blonde with slightly enhanced
boobs and some exquisite tattoos in all sorts of places. This was a 2 girl booking with Abigail and
her busty blonde friend and playmate, Honey, who is a little more mature and has more enhanced
boobs, although they look and feel quite real..
Both look just like their photos - in fact they look better because the photos do not show their lovely
faces!

The Story:

Pre-meeting protocols were simple and worked to perfection. On arrival I was buzzed into the block
and took the lift to the apartment, where my knock was answered by Honey, who greeted me with a
big smacker of a kiss. She took my coat and while I was showering (my idea -I felt a bit sweaty after
the train journey) made me a cup of tea, and then Abi came and took care of the business side of
things. I was then taken into the bedroom and while I was french-kissing Abi Honey took my by now
swelling member into her mouth - heaven! then they got me onto my back on the bed and tongues,
pussies, boobs and cock were combined in a bewildering variety of combinations! Suffice to say Abi
was very appreciative of my oral skills, and gives a tremendous titwank! Honey was also very active
and used her long tongue and lips both on me and Abi, while keeping up a stream of dirty talk,
especially commenting on how hard my cock was and how much she liked that, until we reached
the inevitable conclusion. I've met both girls before and we did drift off into a session of gossip and
chatting until sadly my time was up, although we did go a few minutes over and there was never a
hint of timewatching. I'd definitely visit both these ladies again, either together or separately and can
heartily recommend them. One word of warning though - you wan't visit these ladies just once, they
quickly become a habit so be prepared!
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